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Bottle Internal Size Measuring Gauge 
 

HERE ARE DIFFERENT METHODS of 

measuring the internal sizes of a bottle, 

using bits of paper or a selection of measured 

lengths of lolly stick. I like something a bit 

quicker so I designed a small gauge that gives 

direct readings as it is used. Figure 1 shows the 

gauge just after it has been inserted into a 

bottle, with the gauge unit being rotated to the 

vertical position by gently pulling on the wire. 

This may require a bit of ‘jiggling’. Once 

vertical, the handle is used to position the 

gauge unit along the length of the bottle. The 

two arms of the gauge unit telescope and the 

internal dimension is read off the scale on the 

lower arm. 
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Figure 1 

The following instructions show how to build 

the gauge. 

 

Made from lolly sticks, a cocktail stick, a 

length of wire, a length of dowel or similar and 

an elastic band, the cutting list is shown below 

in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 

The lengths of pieces A, B & H are dependant 

on the average size of bottle that you use, but 

for an average 1 ltr bottle A & B should be 

about 2½ inches and H long enough to allow 

the gauge to be folded for insertion into the 

bottle. The other pieces are multiples of the 

width, or thickness of the lolly stick. The 

diameter of the holes is the same as pieces E 

made from the cocktail stick. 

 

Start assembly by gluing together pieces A, B 

and E x 2 as shown in Figure 3.  

 

 

Figure 3 

Continue assembly by gluing together pieces 

C, D, E x 1 and F as shown in Figure 4. Ensure 

that pieces A & B will slide through the slot 

formed by pieces C & D. If they do not, sand 

them slightly for a sliding fit. 

 

 

Figure 4 

Now slide piece E on the assembly formed in 

Figure 4 through the hole in piece H and secure 

by gluing piece G to piece E as shown in 

Figure 5. Ensure that piece H is neatly held, but 

free to rotate. 
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Figure 5 

Insert arms A & B into the slot as shown in  

Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6 

Final assembly is shown below in Figure 7. 

Piece H is extended as required by gluing to a 

flat on piece of dowel, and the wire is fitted as 

shown and used to fold/ pull upright the gauge 

to allow insertion/extraction from the bottle. 

An elastic band is looped over the pegs on 

pieces A & B. This should be strong enough to 

extend them, but allowing then to telescope 

easily. Adjust a long one for length by cutting 

out a piece and superglueing the ends together. 

 
Length as required

 
Figure 7 

 

Calibration: Use a ruler (I used a cheap 

vernier because the jaws made this step easy) 

to measure the extension of the arms from tip 

to tip, and mark the measurement at the overlap 

point of the top arm over the bottom arm as 

shown in Figure 8. Close the arms until the 

next required measurement is reached on the 

ruler and mark again. Repeat until finished. In 

use, the internal measurement is read off at the 

point of overlap of the arms, as shown in 

Figure 8. 
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Figure 8 

----------- oo O oo ----------- 

 

Tool for Measuring the Diameter of 

Line 

THERE ARE OCCASIONS when it is desirable to 

know the diameter of the thin line used for 

rigging in our craft, not an easy process 

because of the nature of thread and the many 

gauging conventions used by manufacturers. 

This is a tool that will give measurements 

directly in either metric or imperial units. 

It works by winding a number of turns round a 

defined space on the tool, counting the turns, 

and then performing a simple division to give 

the diameter. 

Carefully measure and mark two segments on a 

dowel about 6 inches long, 1 inch at one end, 

and 2 centimetres at the other end. Don’t use 

the ends of the dowel as the ends of the 

measured segments - start about ½ an inch in 

from end of the dowel as illustrated below.  
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Figure 9- Line Diameter Measuring Tool 

Decide whether you want to know line 

diameter in inches or millimetres. Wrap line 

around the appropriate area until it’s filled. 

Keep the line snug on the dowel and against 

itself as you wind it.  

Count the number of passes of line between the 

marks defining the segment.  

For line diameter in INCHES 

Divide 1 by the number of turns counted on the 

1 inch segment marked the dowel; e.g. if you 

count 31 turns, divide 1 by 31 to get 0.03225 - 

the diameter of the line is 0.03225 inches.  

For line diameter in MILLIMETERS 

Divide 20 (the number of millimetres in 2 

centimetres) by the number of turns counted on 

the 2 centimetre segment; e.g. if you count 40 

turns, divide 20 by 40 to get 0.5 - the diameter 

of the line is 0.5 millimetres. 

For best results, repeat two or three times and 

use the average. 

If the line is treated with beeswax, stain, or 

other substances, then measure the line AFTER 

it has been treated. 

----------- oo O oo ----------- 

Miniature Clamps 

VERY SMALL CLAMPS are hard to come by and 

usually expensive. Even elastic bands are 

normally too big for the average size of a SIB. 

However, I came across these miniature 

clothes-pegs, Figure 10, in a craft shop that 

does stuff for making greeting cards (I was in 

with my wife, honest). 24 for £1. Not bad. The 

ends can be cut and sanded to shape as 

required. 

Their use can be expanded by the use of bits of 

paperclip bent into ‘S’, ‘Z’ or similar shapes as 

required, placed in slots in the ends of the pegs 

and used as hooks pulled by the peg to clamp 

the work as shown in Figure 11 

 

Figure 10 

 

Figure 11 

----------- oo O oo ----------- 

Spring Loaded Pincers 

I designed a long handled pincer using full size 

clothes-pegs and a garden cane years ago for 

use on a bottle garden in a large acid carboy. 

Shrinking the design and using two miniature 

clothes-pegs, a length of rod, and a bit of thin 

nylon cord produced the following Spring 

Loaded Pincers. Glue the pegs to the rod as 

shown in Figure 12, length of rod as required, 

angle of ‘pincer’ as required. Drill through the 

rod and pegs, and thread the cord as shown. 

Knot the ends. The cord should be tight. A 

press on the ‘handle’ end will open the pincer, 

releasing the handle will allow the pincer to 

close. The ‘pincer’ end can be cut and sanded 

to shape as required. 

 

 Figure 12 

----------- oo O oo ----------- 


